Issue 15 Term 2: June 2021

We are excited to share with you
our latest edition of Holy Family
Writes. The children have been
experimenting with different
purposes for writing. Some
classes have been brave writers
as they created reviews about
popular books and games. Many
classes have been holding a
spotlight to information texts this
term and pushing themselves as
authors to include some of the
features of creative and
interesting information texts that
they themselves have enjoyed
reading.
We hope you and your family
enjoy reading our latest edition.
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scorpions, centipedes and large insects. Live’s:
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LOCKED IN
This is a short story of a girl who lost her phone and they have to go to a school
meeting because of Tom failing his grades and Julia getting high grades. Since Julia’s
parents have gone on a holiday cruise, Julia (the girl of the recount) has to take her
brother. Then things get a bit jumbled up, what will happen next?

My red blouse swayed around my body; my lips got runny as I squeezed them hard
like stone. My eyes closed a bit as I puffed in my throat. My golden hair shone from
the window onto my skin. Then…. I felt anger exploding inside me like a volcano
eruption. “BOOM!” I went banging on a door as loud as an Antarctic blue whale
roaring. I closed my fists, and had a little tug at my heart as I opened my mouth
slowly and shouted. “WHERE IS MY PHONE!?!?! WE ARE GOING TO BE LATE TO THE
MEETING, AND I CAN’T GO WITHOUT MY PHONE!” I grumbled. Mum and Dad went
on a holiday cruise and I need my phone to get the location to our school meeting.
Home is the only place where I lose my phone, unfortunately and I don’t know why?
“I’ll help you look for it.” Tom added while rolling his eyes and it looked so hard that it
looked like it was going to fall to the back of his head. His shirt was a light baby blue
with a fade of cyan. His hair was like glass as it sparkled. As he walked away, I made
a big gasp “Uh...” I sat on the couch with closed fists on my cheek and put the speaker
on with some music to hold my anger issues. The music filled the room with harmony
with a lovely and attractive tune. Tom looked around the house like he didn’t care. I
knew he was up to something and maybe he didn’t want to discuss about him failing
his tests.
Tom came rushing through in the hall way like an arrow coming to shoot him down,
he came running trying not to be late and trying not to be suspicious, a big homework
bench was in the way. “Look OUT for my homework bench!!!” I roared. “CRASH!” Tom
banged his leg. “Stop putting your stuff in the hallway!” Tom barked. We were
renovating our house and were still not done. So that was the reason why it was
there if you are confused. There was a big crack on the bench. It was big and clear to
see like a bold letter. It was like the table had a fear of Tom’s foot now. Wood came
falling down like a cliff from the crack. I was confused while I saw Tom’s leg that
was as bad if he fell down on a steep road. Tom got up on his one foot with the other
one limping and reasoned with me. He limped while advising me to forget about it,
until we heard a noise coming from outside “Swish, Swish”. Tom and I were curious,
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what could it be?! I shook myself outside taking out all the explosions inside of me.
Tom stopped at an unknown destination; his hands squeezed like a lemon when he
saw something. I chattered when Tom hushed me and looked at a full-sized,
ginormous, and long piece of wood that looked like it has never stopped drinking milk.
I turned my head…….” THUD!” went the floor…I fell. By the time I saw the tree, it was
too big that I couldn’t handle it. I felt like my hands were completely gone, the
shadows had a refreshing feeling as it cooled me off. My hands barley moved; the
green glamorous grass gave me a feeling that it was floating me up. My heart was
like a pair of headphones that kept me hearing the sounds around me. Tom was
shameful as he regrated showing me the tree. I felt his tears falling on my stony skin
as I felt the shivering of his breath. I felt peace for one seconded but somehow, I felt a
disgusting feeling coming onto my face “BURP!” went Tom. My face was disgusted, I
opened my eyes while pushing Tom off of me, I stumbled up wobbling up as the tree
caught my eye. “I AM HAPPY YOUR OKAY!” Tom yelled. I frowned “Wow, I have
never seen a tree like that! I exclaimed. “We have to tell the people to cut it or it can
cause trouble.” I mentioned. “Don’t worry about it know we have no time! We need
your phone for the location.” Tom chattered. After what he said, I thought that
maybe he wanted to get bad grades. I was speechless. I grabbed the binoculars from
the window of outside to help find the phone, we viewed and looked. After a long look,
a enormous and massive bird flew by and released bird poo on the binoculars “Ew we
are so not going to the meeting.” I complained. I remembered why I needed my phone,
and I thought about my text messages.

My phone was so important to me that I’d cry without it, I don’t want to miss text
messages, phone calls, followers on Instagram and Instagram posts. Tom observed all
around trying to see what to do, until something trapped his eyes, he looked up and
saw a security camera. Tom’s eyes went wide open as if they were going to explode
as he dragged me to the floor. We travelled to the very top of our three-story house
and our legs got tired as if we broke our feet, until we touched the top. We found a
small door leading to the security cameras. The door was as small as a counter and
I’m as tall as a 4 feet tree. I walked up to the door and put my head through the door
and gently pushed myself in. I held both sides of the wall, making myself fall in. Tom
came along “PUSH…! BANG!” I fell on my stomach. As Tom came through clearly
because he was as small as half of a shelf. I got up feeling cranky as we slowly
walked in, “Creak, creak!” The floor sounded as we saw a computer showing all the
rooms of the house, “THERE, THERE’S MY PHONE!” I shouted as I saw it in the
bathroom. “Looks like it has fell in the hole, that’s how you couldn’t find it. You
probably put your phone by the edge of the sink and it fell to the back of the sink.”
Tom said smartly. Winking at me putting his head up. I replied “I’m not dumb TOM! I
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pushed myself in the door as Tom got out. Me and Tom rushed back downstairs that
as if we were a heard of elephants and went to the toilet to get my phone. “BANG,
THUD, BANG, THUD” The floor went like a pattern. Once we got there, I grabbed my
phone blessing God for finding it. I turned the switch on and I checked the time on my
phone just before the battery went off. “Oh no we missed the meeting!!” I said
aggressively. Tom replied “This is all your fault! If you had your phone near you and
charged it, we wouldn’t have been this late!” Tom said dissonantly. “Ding, ding!” The
phone went as it turned off. My teeth went together as I pushed them down hard of
how angry I was.

A few moments later “BANG, CRASH!” A noise coming from outside. “Crack!” The tree
went while it was breaking in like a robber trying to defeat the police. It tangled and
twisted. It crowded up the clear, cramped room. It jumbled around us. The roots of the
big tree grew longer and longer with a dark and creepy shadow coming from outside.
A fade hit the light as we were surprised. “AHHH WHAT IS THAT?!” Tom screamed, I
tried opening the door but the big root came from underground blocking the entry.
“This is just all your fault! If you took my advice to cut the tree then WE WOULDN’T
BE STUCK IN THIS MESS!” I hissed. “You’re the one who lost your phone!” Tom
screeched. We argued and argued as the root was as big as a wardrobe, we shrieked
and yelled but I knew shrieking wouldn’t help. The floor was half broken, and a
swarm of ants approached out of the ground.
I jumped onto the counter while shouting for help. My heart was moving like if it was
going to jump out of my chest. Tears prickled from my eyes, and I thought to myself
“This is probably the end of my life.” Tom sighed as he put his feet down the root and
was down too. I saw the pain Tom was being in as he sat down next to me, there was
no food to eat, no water to drink besides dirty tap water, and nothing to do. Ants
crawled up our legs as we shoved them away. There were no unlocked windows in
that room besides a window that was locked, we felt like we were trapped in a cage
with no way out. My body was shaking like a Ferrari driving on a race track,
goosebumps appeared as I sat down on the counter. Tom was banging on the door
“BANG, BANG!” trying to get help. He pushed the door, killed some ants as more came
and took a big…. GASP. My posture felt like it was pumping like a balloon but blood. I
gulped with fear. The sun from the window shone so bright that it was sinking into
my pale skin. My hands were dry with a residue of texture because I drew before this
even happened. I heard the duplication of Tom screaming around the space of the
cramped room. I put my knees to my chest with my hands covered around.
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I banged my head to the wall and shivered of how cold it was, I imagined the room to
be a family room with Mum, Dad and Tom and all of us were hanging out together. I
had more than a million things stuck in my head of what to do and how to get out of
this trap. I thought of my friends at school, my relatives, my teachers and myself.
While I was thinking and stressed about all the other things in my head, I thought of
my past memories. The root of the tree was so big that it reminded me of the same
thing, my chest lurched a bit as I was standing up. I thought of some memories with
my family, when Tom spat in my face at the Mall, when I went camping with Uncle
Jack, food fight with my family, throwing eggs at Thomas (I was grounded), the BEST
birthday party with my friends, seeing Tom as a baby and helping Dad remove a root
from a tree at my Cousin’s house (he’s a plumber). “Wait a minute, I know how to get
out of here” I said unhurriedly, “How?!?!” Tom answered. As he wrinkled his nose “We
need an axe, wait. There’s no axes.” I may not be mature but I am a genius at science.
I observed as a idea shot in my head. I had a science experiment for a phone to turn
on, but we didn’t have the materials. I opened my pocket and I had a penny although I
needed a fork, a surprised face came on me as I discovered how to get a metal fork
NOT plastic. My stomach rumbled as I hushed it down, and thought about how I could
get something metal as I blinked twice. My eyes were burning with pressure. As a
idea shot right up in my head that felt like as if my brain was jumping up and down.
“Ok we need something metal!” I demanded. My plan was to put a fork on my phone
and a penny on the fork, after a few hours it would work.
Tom looked around “Anything to get out of here!” The hunger of my stomach rumbled
like it wanted to eat me instead. I eyed around as hours passed and Tom followed
along. We explored the room as it was getting dark outside. Evening came with a hot
weather that shone onto us. I put my hands on the counter while looking in the
mirror……” OUCH!” My hands burnt when I put my fingers on the tap. Tom exploded
“Wait, we could use the tap because its metal!” I raised my eyebrows “Great idea!” I
agreed. With all our might and strength, we pulled….” THUD!” The burn came onto our
hands but we did not care, we continued to pull and push, pull and push. Just then, the
tap finally came off. I carefully put the penny onto the tap as it slipped and put the
tap and penny combined together onto the phone. I prayed to God hoping it will work
with a 1-minute prayer. “Ting, ting!” The phone streaked as I held tight onto my
phone away from Tom. I rang my friend instead because our parents have no internet
when they’re far away. I clicked the app of phone calls and continued to call my
friend as I put the speaker off because I didn’t want him to hear our girly chats. Tom
mimicked as he followed my face. I glared at Tom. The phone ended then I slapped the
phone onto my legs as I rubbed the dirt off “Yes she is coming!”
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I sounded as Tom thumbed at me as good. The door was luckily open since we went
outside to check out the tree. I was snoozing waiting for my friend “Knock, knock!”
The door went as my friend Rachel reached the door.!” I woke up in fright! “We can’t
get out! Please open the door.” Tom pleased. Rachel opened the door hugging me as
Tom sat on the bed. I saw Tom sitting on the bed with tears prickling from his eyes.
As he rubbed them out of his way “What’s wrong?!” I asked. Tom gulped with fright
as he put his head up to me “I did it, I made you lose your phone.” He sighed. “Wait
WHAT?!” I was shocked. “I didn’t want to go to the meeting so I made you lose your
phone so it could stop us. I tried to act like I did care. Although I didn’t want this to
lead to any trouble. I’m sorry.” Tom apologized. I sat next to him stretching my arms
to the back of me like if I was a bird spreading my wings. “It’s ok Tom, we all make
mistakes. This mistake was not okay! It almost cost us our lives! Although thank you
for telling the truth.” I mentioned calmly. I hugged Tom like a teddy bear.
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Jailbreak
It was the year 2021, Rob was arrested in 2020 for robbery and
breaking laws. He is the most dangerous person in Los Angeles. He
was in prison for a few months. He was arrested in
October 2020, he did a lot of bad stuff. He was rich from all the
robberies he had done and the stuff he stole. He didn’t like prison
and he was the most wanted person, in los Angeles so they couldn’t
trust him with a lot but they let him do some stuff outside. “Want a
cup of coffee Akem?” said Mason. “sure “said Akem. This will be a
good breakfast said Mason cause its 9:00am. They both drinks coffee
“mmmm” said mason and Akem that was really good OH NO ITS 9:25
AM WE NEED TO GUARD. Said mason and Akem AND ROB WAS
OUTSIDE we forgot. They both went outside oh never mind said
mason rob is in his cell. Andy comes over IS EVERYTHING OK BOYS?
Yes, said mason and Akem we just thought rob escape but he’s in his
cell. Oh, ok said Andy I’m still hungry said Akem and mason and
Akem we should go to the cafeteria for breakfast the coffee didn’t
really made me full said Akem they all go to the cafeteria. 30 minutes
later. that breakfast was really good I’m not hungry anymore said
mason I might go and check up on rob said mason and mason is one
of the most professional and best police. Mason checks up on rob
mason comes back to Akem Andy and Jake rob is still sleeping the
boys were still eating at the café then Sukhman came over to the
table and said hi to mason Akem Andy and Jake they both said hi
back and Sukhman asked if he could be their friends they said yes.
Mason is a professional he has taken down 300 criminals and the
best police in America and has been a police officer for 4 years. Akem
has just started when he just started they have become friends then
Andy and Jake started and they all became friends Akem is still a
good cop but he has only been a police officer for 1 year Jake and
Andy has only been a police for 9 months but Sukhman just started
being a police. Sukhman and mason Akem Jake Andy are now friends
and they are a team. OH NO said Mason I NEED TO CHECK UP ON
ROB, I GOT TOO DISTRACTED HOPFULY HE DIDN’T ESCAPE. Mason
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PRISONER RUN AWAY!!!
“Hey Mason what do you call a train carrying bubble gum?” asked Akemjot “Um…. I don’t know.” Responded mason
“A CHEW-CHEW TRAIN!” joked Akemjot. It was year 2021 and Rob the prisoner had been in prison for the last 10 years,
exactly since 2011, he was not allowed to go outside for he is not trusted and been taken to prison twice already. OH WAIT… I
forgot to tell you, he has been in prison for multiple reasons… don’t mind if I list them so here, we go… robbery, cop chase
creator, hurting civilians, most wanted and over speeding.
“I could REALLY take some lunch!” said Akemjot dreadfully. Akemjot is a police officer who has just started his work not long
ago but is really catching on to what he has to do. On the other hand, mason who has been at work for more than 5 years has
had to deal with Rob lots of times his self. He has had a better career and more chill time when he got a new friend called
Akemjot. Mason is a proficient and best swat ever known in America, he has taken over, 500 criminals by himself but Rob is
just on another level, we have caught him just together and only together with our team work. Sukhman is a trainee as well
and started his business just a week ago and needs training. The time was all going well when they were guarding until… WEE
WOOO WEEE WOOOOO. “OH NO!” shouted Mason. “WHO HAS RUNAWAY?” They ran outside as fast as they could and saw…ROB
PRINTED ON THE BACK OF THE SHIRT! “QUICK, GET YOUR LITTLE BIRD HELICOPTER AND FOLLOW THE VEHICLE!” yelled Mason
“SURE ILL BE THERE IN A JIFFY!” pressurised Akemjot.
Akemjot rushed to the little bird helicopter spot-on at the police station, Mason and Sukhman went by car and trailed Rob’s
car. Akemjot is pursuit right on top of Mason and Sukhman that are in the car. The robber grounds up at the donut shop and
blasts inside, “IN THERE, OVER!” barked Mason “GOT IT, OVER” screeched in return, Akemjot. Akemjot parked the helicopter
only by then, he ran out and was heading somewhere else. The whole team chase again with the same vehicles and followed
him again. He was heading towards the city; he went to the criminal base to take his raided cash from the donut shop. Before
we could get in, he went over the rail way tracks and absconded right before the train hit the car. Rob drove to the jewellery
store but when he saw us, he was about to move away until… HIS PETROLEUM RAN OUT! “Step out the car, Sukhman and
Mason, over!” ordered Akemjot! “Got it, over” Returned Sukhman, Mason and Sukhman rushed out the vehicle and ran after
Rob as he ran as well.
I picked up Sukhman in the little bird helicopter that I was in and then commanded Mason to shoot the taser right at Rob. Rob
got tasered then I flew full swiftness ahead to Rob and told Sukhman to skydive out for the epic capture. Sukhman parachuted
down like a professional police officer and darted after Rob. Since rob got tasered, he could not see properly so he smashed
into a roadblock with a BANG. He fell down head first so Sukhman had a chance to go after Rob. Rob was about to get up but
before that I flew the helicopter as fast as light, I closed the exits and blocked his way. Sukhman got behind him and tripped
him over so his rear is facing up for the obstruct. I pulled out my firearm and faced it at him trying to warn him and I can say
it worked, he took his hands and placed them on his backbone for a chance of Sukhman to arrest him.
We took him to high security penitentiary for what he has done. With 24/7 security society with CCTV cameras and lasers
makes it unbearable to get out. But we had a problem, he bust out the handcuffs because they were not stiffened by Sukhman.
He ran out and turned the cameras off then he used the handcuffs to knock the security person in the stomach to make him
unclear in pain. As he felt low, he ran and saw the lasers but the problem was there was no way to get across.
He saw an id card manager on the side which says needed to disable lasers and then he remembers the guard he knocked
out. He dashed and got the id card and went to the id checker. The problem was it needed a passcode as well but then the
guard woke up. The guard came to the place and took out a shooter and did a gun point, it directly at Rob. Rob got scared and
went back to his lockup. The guard didn’t know that his id card was occupied, the guard put handcuffs onto the prisoner and
went out.
The id card had some keys on it, rob thought it was for multiple use meaning it works on more than one thing. He tried to get
the cuffs off and it was well-off. The guard was at security room about to check the camera footage but then all he saw was a
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The Food Monster. By Jai
Mills.

It was a perfect day. The sun was shining. The birds

were chirping. Families were singing happily. We were
cooking the BBQ, with Sausages Pork and Bacon! All

the family were ready to eat everyone was at the table
with their plate, knife and fork. Licking their lips

looking at the food being cooked. We then picked up the
food and put it on the gigantic plate in the middle.
Everyone’s eyes were shining as they saw the food

coming. The plate slowly hit the table. “Thump!” went
the Plate. Everyone went silent.

THEN IT WAS WAR! People were rushing for the food

we were so excited. We had never saw so much food in
our life! We had 40 Sausages 50 Pieces, of bacon, and
50 pieces of Pork. But then “HEY STOP!” Screamed my
Mum.

“CALM DOWN EVERYONE JUST WAIT UNTIL WE GET
YOUR FOOD!” Everyone went quiet and we all slowly

sat down on our chair. My mum grabbed a knife and
a fork and starting handing out the food. It was
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weird and very quiet. So, I asked Alexa to play some
music. It was much better now with some music. I

was the first one to take a bite of the food. “YUCK!” I
screamed. Everyone was looking at me. I picked it up

and showed everyone the green dots appearing on the

Sausages. “OH MY!” Screamed my mother. She quickly
picked up my plate and threw it in the bin. Everyone

started to look at their sausage’s weirdly. Then green

dots started to appear on everyone else’s food. And then
the pork and the Bacon! “Nooooo!” Screamed my dad.

We thought what had happened? The food started to
float! And they all started to connect. Into the

monster called. THE GREEN MEAT! Everyone started
screaming and running away as the Meat started
running around. I didn’t move a single bit I just

looked at it like it was a Weird shaped pizza. The

GREEN Meat then turned around and looked at me.
Pork bork Fork I’m coming for your FORK! “I then

screamed and ran away. It started to chase me! What
could we do to defeat the food?
I ran towards the door to leave. But for some reason

the door wouldn’t open. It felt like I was trapped in a
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museum of death. I turned around to see green smoke
coming out one of the rooms. I screamed and almost

cried. I quickly ran to my parents’ room and locked the
door. I tried to call my Mum and Dad on my phone.
But there was no signal. I screamed out to them
“MUM! DAD!” I heard no Response. I tried again

“MUM!!! DAD!!!” But then I just heard them “WHERE
ARE YOU!?” I quickly screamed and replied, “IN YOUR

ROOM” I then heard banging on the door. “LET US IN!”
I opened the

Door for my mum and dad... But instead it was the
whole family and they ran into the room. We all

sighed in relief. I locked the door. And now we had to
discuss a plan to defeat the Monster.

“What can we do?” I spoke. “The only way to defeat
the monster is to eat it…” My mum Said. “But we

can’t its rotten.” “That’s the problem” My mum said
quietly. Everyone was confused and didn’t know

what to do. I then remembered something. “WAIT!”
“We use our knives and forks to ‘cut’ the Food, don’t
we?” “Yeah, we do and what does that have to do

with a monster?” “We have to cut the food in half.

Because when our food is too big. We cut it!” I said in
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relief. “OH YEAH!” Everyone Said. But there was a

challenge to the kitchen. “Ok, here’s the plan” *intense

music* “We have to unlock the door. Then 5 of us race
to the kitchen do grab the *SHARP* Knives and Forks.

Then the rest of us, have to Distract the food monster

to the kitchen. Then we all jump out and Attack with
the knives and fork.” Smart Idea! Everyone said. It
was our time to shine.
What happens next?

The Fix.
It was our time. Everyone was getting ready warming
up. I then screamed. “WE WILL FIGHT AND DEFEAT
THIS MONSTER!” Everyone screamed “YEAH!” I then

unlocked the door and it was game on. *Intense Music*
It was like a pack of animals. I had never run so fast
in my life to the kitchen. I was jumping over tables
over chairs Food everything. I quickly grabbed the

sharp knives and threw them towards my family. We
all had knives. Now we had to distract the monster to

the kitchen. I ran out with some of my family and we
ran towards the monster. I made it mad by throwing
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a knife towards it. The Food Monster then turned

around and screamed and started to chase us. I told

my family to run the other way. “GO THAT WAY ILL
MAKE IT FOLLOW ME!” They all ran towards the

corners and I was the only one left. I jumped over the
table and dived towards the kitchen. I grabbed my

brothers’ hand and he pulled me in to the kitchen. He

gave me a knife and we waited. *BOOM BOOM BOOM*
We heard. The monster ran in. “AAAAA” Everyone

screamed. We jump onto the food monster and kept

stabbing it with Knives and forks. The monster then

fell to the floor and didn’t wake up. Everyone stood
there. No noise No celebration just Silence. But then.

“WOO!!” Everyone screamed. We started playing music
and dancing. It was one of the happiest days of our

life. We all grabbed a beer. Sat back and relaxed and
started to listen to music. We started making a new

good BBQ. It was fresh this time and we made sure we
had a knife ha-ha. We all ate our food and all
drank our beer. We then looked up in the sky but
then…

To Be Continued…
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Short Recap. Jai and his family have to stop the green
meat. But wait! They already did. They’re all happy

singing it’s a great day. But wait what’s happened...
Somethings is coming.

RAWWWWWWW! Screamed the Green Meat. He

was alive all along! But this time he was stuck on the
garbage can. He had rubbish all over him. Everyone

just laughed because we all pulled out a knife from

our pocket. The green meat the laughed. And threw the
trash can bag over his skin. Oh no! We had plastic
knifes. We couldn’t cut through it!

The Green Meat started chasing us. AAA! Run everyone!
He kept knocking over plates and beer bottles. I jumped
in the pool and stayed underneath. It felt like I was

going to die. My throat was closing in because I had a
piece of bacon in my throat that was stuck. I couldn’t

breathe22 I started to swim up but I couldn’t reach the

top. I was nearly close to passing out. But then my dad
jumped in and saved me. We quickly got out the pool
and ran. I couldn’t get the piece of bacon out my

throat. Then my friend punch me in the back of my
throat and the bacon came out. Phew! I almost

stopped for a breath but we couldn’t because the green
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meat kept coming. I jumped through the window and
tried to run to the kitchen. But all the doors were

locked. The green meat came through the window! I
was trapped in the room! What could I do?
A.

Scream and be a baby

B.Try and defeat him

C.

Or C Just run away.

Well, my family chose for me. *KABOOM* The

green meat stood and his eyes open widely. He was

just standing there and wasn’t saying anything. I
was confused. I tried to touch him but he turned
into fire. Then he fell on the floor. The room

started to spread on fire. I screamed but out of

nowhere *SWISHSHHH* A bunch of water flew
into the room. I was soaking wet and got sad.
But then my mum walked in the room as a

juggernaut! Wait what!? I was confused but my
mum said there was an outbreak. Of the green

meat food. And they were spreading. I then got
hit with a Juggernaut suit. Put this on and we

got to go and save the world. We started to go to
the city. And all of the city was filled with green

meats. We looked at them and my whole family
said. “LES GET EM!” My nana started shooting
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all of them. And so, did I. It felt like a zombie

outbreak and I had a minigun. We finally killed
all the Green meats. But apparently there were
more. But I turned around and then…

I froze in silence. Nobody could believe their own

eyes. We stared deeply into their eyes. Something or
Someone was watching us. We turned around to
see… A shadow… Someone was watching but we

didn’t know who it was. Everyone screamed and
ran away but I wasn’t scared. I slowly took 2
steps towards the shadow. I kept slowly going

towards it. I felt like my throat was closing in. I
was sweating in the suit. My stomach felt like it
had exploded. I tried to step again but my nerves

wouldn’t let me. The shadow started running at
me. I nervously shot at it. The shadow then

smiled and screamed like a crazy person. I was

scared and didn’t know what to do. It twitched

like it had a headache. It jumped out at me but I
hit it in the face with a minigun, and it flew and
smashed into the glass. It felt like a boss battle? I
was confused and was scared. I knew its

weakness. Now I had to use that power. He ran at
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me again but I couldn’t spin my gun fast enough.

I got hit by him and he took away my Armor. But
that was ok. Because now I could move my gun

faster. I hit him again and again. It felt like he
was invincible until... A piece of his head came

off. So, I was doing it correctly. I just had to keep
hitting him and it would help me. But he hits me

again. This time I froze and couldn’t move. I tried
my hardest to break free but I couldn’t. I dropped
my minigun on my foot and I unfroze. So, if I

was hitagain, he could control if I was frozen or
not. So, I had to be careful of not being hit. I

dodged him again and again and again. To the

point where I just wanted to fall over and sleep.

But... something or someone was coming…

What is coming….? I turned around… And what

I saw I couldn’t stop laughing. It was a pug

mixed with a food monster LOL. It was just too

funny. I asked what’s happened? Well apparently,
my dog ate one of the monsters and now it’s all
messed up. I totally forgot about that monster

and he hit me. But my dog wasn’t so happy about

that. WOOF. Screamed my pug. I grabbed my
sword I had in my Imaginary backpack. OH

WAIT! I KNOW WHAT I CAN DO. I CAN DEFEAT
HIM. WITH MY FAN! * DUN DUN DUNNNNN*
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Don’t be shy to talk
James Marciano

BOOM!! “What was that?” peeped the
little girl. “That’s just the thunder storm.
You want to hear a story?” Asked the Dad.
“Sure!” answered the little girl. “Ok. A
long, long time ago, there was a planet.
Everyone on that planet, had a boring life,
where nobody talked, not even a letter.
Nobody asked their names, what they
want or who they are. In fact, nobody has
a name at all. It’s because everyone can’t
express or say anything about their
feeling’s. Everyone was silent, until one
day, a boy asked, “Why?”. He didn’t even
know what he did. When his friends
found out, he wanted to share this
language. Suddenly, he began to glow. He
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was the first ever person to ever talk. His
friends started to glow to. They wanted to
share what they have learned. Soon,
everyone in the city started to glow.
Everyone felt happy and excited. A few
words later, Australia started to glow as
well. Soon, the entire world glowed. The
boy then realised that they were shy to
talk. If the boy didn’t even say anything,
the world would become dull.
This world is what we live on. You might be
shy to talk, but it doesn’t mean you have to be
muted your entire life. It’s alright to talk. You
can talk, like all of us. Even when it gets tough,
you can talk about your feeling’s. Anything
you want to talk about. “Don’t Be shy, Be Brave
with Talking”!
“Good night daughter!” whispered Dad.
The end
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The Crazy Witch
“Cackle cackle cackle.” “HEHEHEHE” “My potion is going great!”
Cackled the witch. “ONCE I PUT THE FROG POTION I WILL TURN EVERYONE
INTO FROGS!” As the witch was going to put the frog potion there was a knock on
the door. “Umm hello who is there?”Asked the witch curiously. “Its Madam gagga.”
Madam gagga replied. The witch went up to the door to open it. “Hello I am Baba
Yagga nice to meet you.” Baba yagga said greeting her. “I am here because you're
mum told me you need help with potions and other things.” “No no I don’t need
help” Baba yagga said shaking her head. Baba yagga got a news paper from her
dusty desk and showed it to Madam Gagga. Madam Gagga took the newspaper
and red it. “Greatest…Witch……In…..The….World…..Named…..Baba…..Yagga.”
Madam Gagga stopped reading and put the newspaper on Baba yagga’s desk.
“Even though you are the greatest witch of the world I still have to help you!” Asked
Madam gagga. Baba yagga shook her head and made madam gagga leave her
place. “I don’t need your help and that’s final!” Demanded Baba yagga. Baba yagga
tried to push Madam gagga out of the house but she was too strong. “Well there is
no
other way, Snarky come out!” Baba yagga
shouted. Snarky came out of his dog house and chased Madam gagga out of the
house until she was at the car. “Good boy!” Baba yagga said giving Snarky a belly
rub. Baba yagga went back to her desk to put in the frog potion and then there was
another knock was on the door. “UGHH WHO IS IT THIS TIME!” Baba yagga went
to the door and when she saw who it was she was shocked. “WHY DO YOU DARE
TO DISAGREE ON WHAT I SAID!” Shouted Baba yagga’s mum. “S.s.s.s.sorry
mother, I don’t need help with potions or other things!” Stammered Baba yagga.
“YOU DO!” Yelled the mum.
“N.n.n.n. no I don’t need help!” Stammered Baba yagga. “AND I AM BRING
SNARKY WITH ME!” Shouted the mum “SNARKY! NO!” Cries Baba yagga. The
mum takes Snarky’s lead and puts it on snarky. “GRRRRRRRRRR” Growls Snarky.
“SHHH YOUR MOUTH SNARKY.” Yelled the mum pulling Snarky’s lead. The mum
pulled Snarky and slammed the door. When Baba yagga gets angry or mad she
gets all crazy. Baba yagga went to her desk and threw all her things and even her
potion that she made and went to the kitchen to drink water.
Madam gagga went to her desk to secretly take her special key for a tiny chest in
her bedroom. In that tiny chest there was a lot of tiny recipe’s for potions.“Chug
chug chug” Baba yagga was done drinking water and when she went to her room
where she makes special potions or other things she realised that Madam gagga
was gone. “MADAM GAGGA WHERE ARE YOU!” Yelled Baba yagga. Madam
gagga took the tiny chest and fled. “Quick quick quick!” The mum said. “Alright
alright no need to panic!” Madam gagga said opening the car door. When she went
through her bag the key wasn’t there. “ITS NOT THERE!” Madam gagga said
looking at Baba yagga’s mum. “WHAT DO YOU MEAN!” Baba yagga’s mum took
the bag and searched through the bag.”WHY DID I EVER HIRE YOU!” Scolded
Baba yagga’s mum. “Looking for this?” Baba yagga said waving the key.
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“WAIT WHAT!” Madam gagga said confused. “HOW DID YOU GET IT?!” The mum said
confused too. “Well when someone was running she dropped the key and I picked it up!”
Replied Baba yagga. The mum knew Baba yagga was going to call Snarky’s name so he
could escape so she locked the door preventing Snarky from escaping. “I guess you
won’t need that little chest mum.” Added Baba yagga. “Come on Snarky.” Snarky barked
and took the tiny chest and unlocked the door with his paw so he could free himself.
“WAIT HOW DID SNARKY OPEN THE DOOR BY HIMSELF?” The mum said scratching
her head. “Well I train Snarky if situation’s like this happens or if he gets kidnapped.”
Baba yagga went up to the car so she could give Madam gagga and her mum a drink.
“Here drink this, it is so you can get better at things.” When they drank it they started to
well really weird and when they stopped drinking they started to shrink and when they
looked at their arms they were frogs! “RIPPET RIPPET RIPPET” “Hahahaha!” Laughed
Baba yagga. “Come on Snarky let’s go inside.” And that’s the end of the story the end!
How to make the frog potion.
Ingredients and materials:
Bowl
Water
Special Glitter (Normal sparkly glitter)
Frogs blood (Green food colouring)
Spray bottle
Frogs eye (Goggle eyes)
Frog legs. (Any green flower or plant)
Frog brain (pom poms)
Frog breath (any perfume)
Spoon
Step one: Get any bowl you like.
Step two: Fill the jar with water.
Step three: Fill the jar half
Step four: Get special glitter and simmer it.
Step five: Get frogs blood and put it in the jar. Put 3 drops of frogs blood.
Step six: Then you get frogs eyeballs and you put them in.
Step seven: You can spray about 3 frog breath.
Step eight: Place in about 5 frog brains.
Step nine: After you can put in some frog legs.
Step ten: Now you can mix it all up with a teaspoon.
Step eleven: Now you can put the frog potion in a spray bottle.
Step twelve: When you put the frog potion in the spray bottle you can now spray people
so they can turn into frogs. Enjoy!
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The Hacker
‘Warning, warning’ ‘You just got hack’ ‘Warning, warning’

11:55 Pm
“What? My laptop got Hack?” Question Sonnie
“I just press this game called, ‘Get free Robux.” “Even the description says it. It says,
‘Robux, Robux, Robux, Robux, Robux, Robux….”
“I need to go to sleep, it’s like midnight.” said to himself.

7:00 am Monday
“That dream was the best.” Said Sonnie to himself.
“I have to get ready for school.”

10:20 am
"Yo." Shouted Sonnie.
"What?" Question Hayden.
" My laptop just got hack, so today I'll not bring my laptop."
"OOF!" Shouted Hayden.
"Maybe you can bring your laptop to me because I may fix it." Ask Hayden
"Ok, sure." Answered Sonnie.

4:00 Pm At home
"Mmmmm? I should go to the fixing shop." Said Sonnie.
4:20 pm at the fixing shop
"Hello," said Sonnie
"Oh, hi, what do you want?" Question the fixing shop keeper.
"I want to fix my laptop." Answered Sonnie
"Ok, I'll try." Tell the fixing shop keeper.

4:30 pm
"Well, we can't fix it because it will take us about 600000000000000000000 years to fix
it." Told the fixing shop guy.
" 'sigh', It's ok." Sighed Sonnie.

7:30 am
"Should I tell my dad or mum? Nah." Whispered to himself.
"I'll just go to school as normal." Whispered to himself.
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8:30 am
“Hello Hayden, you want to play volleyball?” Ask Sonnie
“Ok, I’ll get Minh-Vuong to play as well.”
“Ok.”

8:32 am
“Hey, do you want to play volleyball?” Ask Hayden.
“Ok.” Answered Minh-Vuong

8:40 am after the bell rang
“Yo guess what!” Shouted Sonnie.
“What?” Answered Minh-Vuong.
“My laptop just got hack.” said Sonnie.
“Oh, did you go to the fixing shop?” Question Minh-Vuong.
“Well yeah, I did but they say it will take about 6000000000000000 years.”
“How you going to work when you have a HACK laptop.” Question Minh-Vuong.
“I used my book.” Answered Sonnie.
“Oh, ok.” Said Minh-Vuong

10:20 am When Sonnie doesn’t play volleyball and
trying to fix his laptop.
“Yo Sonnie, want to play volleyball?” Ask Hayden.
“No, I’m going to try to fix my laptop.” Told Sonnie.
“You can come with us when you finish.” Tell Hayden.
“Ok.”

3:00 pm after when school finish.
“Hmmmmmmmmm, should I tell the teacher tomorrow or not.” Talking to himself.
“NAH, I can do it any time when I want.” Talking to himself again.
“I can do it next year, or maybe, I can do it when it’s 5 years.”
“I don’t really need my laptop because I got a gaming PC and a $1.00 PC and a 5¢ Pc
and laptop.”
“Should I tell my mum or dad???”
“NAH”

4:00 pm Sonnie is playing with his friend.
‘Clicking on Firefox and then clicking on Discord and then voice chat with Hayden,
Haadi, Minh-Vuong, Bon and sometimes Deng.’
“Hello?” Ask Sonnie.
“Hi Sonnie.” Said all of us.
“Minecraft??” Question Sonnie.
“Ok sure, we are playing crack Minecraft bedwars.” Told Hayden to Sonnie.
“Oh ok.” Said to Hayden
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4:15 pm when Sonnie, Hayden, Haadi, Minh-Vuong
and Deng got a win in Minecraft Bedwars.
“Yes, we won that bedwars game.” Shouted Sonnie.
“That was so easy game.” Told Hayden
“I know right.” Answered everyone in the voice chat.
“I’m going try to fix my laptop because it got hack and I don’t know what to do?”
Answered Sonnie.
“Ok, but just stay on the voice chat because we might help you.” Question Hayden.
“Ok sure.” Answered Sonnie.

4:30 pm when Sonnie thinks that he fixes his laptop
but actually he can’t.
“Hmmmmmm, let’s press this button???” Sonnie with confusion.
‘Clicking the button’
“Wait, it says that your laptop is now fix???”
“So, I have my laptop……...... YEAH, finally have my laptop back!!!!!!!!!!!!” Shouted
Sonnie.
“Wait, after it say, JK LOL.”
“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” Shouted Sonnie.
“Bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbrrrrrrrrrruuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!”

10:30 pm
“Ok, I’m going to sleep and when I wake up, I’ll get get fresh air.” Whispered Sonnie in
his head.
“And maybe I will not rage a lot.......”

8:20 am at school.
“Did you fix it??” Ask Hayden.
“Well, it said I did but then it’s said JK LOL.” Answered Sonnie
“Do you want to play volleyball.” Ask Hayden.
“Ok, but you have to help me fix my laptop, ok??” said Sonnie.
“Ok.” Answered Hayden.
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10:10 am Fixing Sonnies’ Laptop
“Are you playing volleyball Hayden?” Ask Minh-Vuong.
“Well, no because I have to help Sonnie fix his laptop.” Told Hayden.
“But you can take my volleyball ball.” Told Hayden.
“Ok, going to play with Sam, Sopheaktra and Shashant.” Told Minh-Vuong.

1:00 pm
“Hmmmm, do you guys know how to fix my laptop??” Ask Sonnie.
“I think I can, I saw it on YouTube.” Told Haadi.
‘Haadi clicking things that Sonnie doesn’t know.’

1:30 pm When Haadi Fix Sonnie’s Laptop
“I think I actually fix it.” Told Haadi.
“I press the stop hacking laptop and it works.” Told Haadi.
“Here you go Sonnie, now you can do your work on your Laptop.” Told Haadi
“Yeah!” Shouted Sonnie.

THE END
Wait, After school Sonnie goes
on a website to get Minecraft
Hacks and he got hack again.......
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The boy who lost his identity.
Hi, my name is Tyler I am 12 years old but I was only 9 when something abnormal
happened. Very abnormal!!!
I have 3 siblings Jana, Zac and Billy. My mum, Dad, Jana, Zac, Billy and I live in a two
story house in San Francisco, I have lived in San Francisco for my whole life and I love
it here. Jana is 15, Zac is 9 and Billy is 5.
Just so you know at the time that this abnormal event happened Jana was 13, I was 9,
Zac was 7 and Billy was 3.
We randomly decided to go for a walk. So it was the 3 of us walking around our
neighbourhood by ourselves for about 3 hours. We saw a strange house that looked
kind of ‘haunted’. We wanted to take a closer look at the house so we did, we knocked
on the door and no one answered. We knocked again once again no answer.
We decided to go off because it clearly wasn’t working.
As soon as we left we heard a creek, we looked behind us and the door was open. We
turned back around and agreed that something or someone was clearly in there so we
decided to be dumb and go in. Trust me it was a terrible decision.
We were making our way to the door slowly but surely, we were about to touch the
doorstep when we all stopped! We continued to walk well 3 of us did Billy got scared so
Jana offered to pick him up.
We were now inside the house and it was really creepy, like reeeeeeeeally creepy. The
walls were black, the roofs were caved in, there was dust all over the furniture. We
didn’t know what to do, we kept walking along the hallway and we eventually came to a
light at the end of the hallway. We were confused and terrified and the same time but
we decided to go and look anyway.
We were at the light and the light was at a corner so we turned the corner. We heard
this very faint voice saying ‘come here, help me. Us being slightly smart knew that that
would have ended badly. At this point Billy really wanted to leave he was practically
throwing a tantrum.
The voice was getting louder, it all most sounded like it was getting closer. Well
surprise it was, and it was scary. The voice was getting deeper and creepier as we
waited. It was eventually too loud to bare and we could see a faint shadow. My siblings
all started running without me knowing. They realised that I wasn’t running so they
started shouting my name but it was already too late.
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The ghost was right in front of me, it was like my mind was twisted. All I heard was the
ghost talking to me. I could hear faint screaming in the back of my head. I knew that my
siblings were shouting my name but it didn’t phase me, it was like I was in another
world. The ghost was saying ‘what’s your name, its not Tyler. It is Matthew and you are
not 12 your 30, You don’t have sibling you are an only child and both of your parents
died in a terrible car crash.’ He said this 3 times. I think he was hypnotizing me and it
was clearly working. I could feel my eyes going funny and they started to really hurt but
I didn’t care. It was like the ghost was my master.
My siblings came running back to me to get me, but the ghost started to hypnotize
them so they ran away. I wanted to stay. The ghost then said to me ‘I am your master,
you are my student. You listen to what I say and do it how I say it.’ My siblings started
screaming to try and get in my head and make me realise what I was doing. The next
thing the ghost said to me was ‘I want you to get your siblings and parents to leave the
house tomorrow, then trash the house and leave, never to return ever again. Don’t
even leave a note.’’ Ok’ I said ‘ I will do just that.’
My siblings dragged me out but I was already hypnotized by that point. We went home
and we waited until the next morning. Luckily my siblings hadn’t heard that the ghost
wanted me to trash the house and leave so they were clueless. My family had to go to
the grocery shops so they all went but I pretended to stay asleep so they woke me up
told me and then left. I was now the oldest in my family because I was now 30
anyways, I trashed the house like I was told I started throwing laundry everywhere,
throwing and smashing damp dishes, squeezing toothpaste everywhere and I made
the house look like a dump.
I left, I got the stuff I favoured and left. So now my family says that they came home
and saw the dump, they looked in my room and all around the house and I was
nowhere to be found. They decided that Billy and Mum would stay and try to clean up a
bit of the house and then leave in a different car while Dad, Zac and Jana left straight
away to try and find me. By this time I was already 30 minutes away and I was making
my way to the cave that I was hypnotized in.
“Dad” Jana had apparently said “I think I might know where Tyler might be,” ‘Where?”
said Dad. “At his favourites park,” Jana exclaimed. So they went to the park that was
30 minutes away but it was my favourite so they went there, got out and looked around.
I was not there. They got back into the car. Zac remembered what had happened the
night before and whispered into Jana’s ear “Maybe he is at the house we went to last
night.’’
Jana thought that was a brilliant idea so she told our dad to go there and that she
would explain later. He listened and they went there. It was a big house so they were
there for 20 minutes looking for me. But apparently, they went in and out really quick in
case the ghost came back but luckily it didn’t!
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After looking around for 30 minutes my dad was getting tired of looking but Jana had a
feeling I was there. So they looked for another half an hour and Zac saw something
running. He got my Dad and Jana’s attention and they ran after it. My Dad was a lot
faster than the figure at the time so he ran and ran and he eventually stopped me.
It was me but I apparently looked possessed I have been told that I was very confused
and that I was saying my parents had died and I was 30.
My family was very confused but they knew it was me, I even had the birthmark on my
left arm that I have had since I was born. They brought me back to the haunted house
and the ghost thought it was just me so he came out, he was trying to scare my family
away when he saw them but it didn’t work, my family was holding me up and forcing
me to tell the ghost to change me back and change me back now!
I wasn’t happy about it but the ghost changed me back. When I tell you, I was so
confused I am not lying. I had no idea where I was and why my dad was here when the
last time I was normal and remembered things I was with my siblings. My mum and
Billy met us right outside our house and we explained everything to them.
My siblings and I got in some trouble for some reason and were ground for 3 weeks but
at least we all made it out alive, now that was an experience that I would NEVER want
to go through again.

The End

By Seanna 56EM

